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Goals

1. Understand the multiple layers of tumor immune 
suppression across “cold” to “hot” microenvironments.

2. Become familiar with the approved and experimental drugs 
designed to overcome various aspects of each of these 
suppressive mechanisms.

3. Develop a paradigm for assembling rational combinations of 
these agents.



Tumors suppress T cell responses across multiple 
phases from activation to entry to viability to function.



“Cold” tumors often lack in visible antigen or antigen-
presenting cells resulting in immune ignorance.



CD40 activation can re-activate myeloid antigen presentation in 
“cold” PDAC mobilizing a more diverse T cell response.



Tumor vasculature often lacks adhesion molecules and 
chemokines to support T cell arrest and extravasation.



Endothelial cells are among the highest IFN producers in response 
to intra-tumoral STING agonist injection.



Tumors outcompete T cells for essential nutrients and 
create a milieu averse to effector function and persistence.



Tumors metabolically out-compete T cells for glucose leaving them 
dysfunctional due an inability to flux calcium.

A) The TME lacks glucose. B) TME CD4 have low Glu uptake. I) PEP is required for CA2+ flux. G) T cells engineered to make PEP
slow melanoma tumor growth.



Suppressive myeloid stroma depletes critical 
amino acids from the microenvironment.



Inhibition of IDO synergizes with checkpoint blockade to reject 
murine melanoma tumors.

Expression of IDO confers checkpoint
blockade resistance to otherwise
sensitive tumors.

IDO inhibition enhances the therapeutic
response to checkpoint blockade by restoring
proliferation and effector function to TIL.



“Hot” tumors often have high densities of co-inhibitory 
ligand expression and lack T cell co-stimulation.



Checkpoint receptor expression by TIL in the TME identifies tumor-
specific CD8 T cells which can be functionally re-activated.

Both co-inhibitory receptors (PD-1, LAG3, TIM-3), and co-
stimulatory receptors (4-1BB) are enriched in patient TIL
versus PBMC.  The selective populations co-express PD-1.
Receptors with more selective TIL expression will often be
better targets for immunotherapy.

Despite checkpoint
receptor expression, 
these populations 
contain the most 
active tumor-specific
CD8 T cells.

The PD-1+ population 
of TIL contains the 
most numerous 
tumor-specific T cells, 
but the PD-1+/4-1BB+ 
population contains 
the highest frequency.



Combination therapies will be essential…



You can’t always get what you want, but maybe now we 
can get what we need from IO combinations.



Immune-Related Adverse Events can be minimized 
with tumor-targeted IO antibodies.

1. Current CTLA-4, 4-1BB, CD40 and possibly PD-1 
antibodies are under-dosed and sub-optimally 
engineered relative to their murine counterparts 
to achieve tolerability

2. Emerging technologies which reduce off-target     
immune-related adverse events by selectively
targeting checkpoint receptors in the tumor
microenvironment will enable higher potency
monotherapy dosing and high order combinations 
of multiple drugs.



Small molecules which alleviate immune suppression can 
support T cell checkpoint modulating antibodies.

• Stromal immune suppression (e.g. IDO, A2a, Arginase, PGE2, TGF-β).

• Suppressive stromal cell function or viability (e.g. FAK).

• Targeted inhibition of oncogenic drivers (e.g. MEK).

• Inhibitors of suppressive signaling in T cells.

• Inhibitors of suppressive signaling in antigen-presenting cells.

• Tumor selective epigenetic inhibitors (e.g. Ezh2)

• Selective inhibitors of tumor metabolism (e.g. glutaminase, hypoxia)



Anti-sense oligonucleotides (ASO) can be used to target 
immune suppressive TME signaling pathways.

STAT3 supports tumor growth and immune
suppression throughout the TME but has 
been difficult to target specifically with drugs.

STAT3 ASO specifically deplete both total and active STAT3, leaving STAT1
and STAT5, which are essential for tumor immunity, in tact.  STAT3 ASO
(AZD9150) has single agent efficacy against a variety of xenografts and
in a Phase I study treating relapsed-refractory DLBCL.



Lessons and Take Home Messages

1. Underlying mechanisms of immune evasion are often different 
between “cold” and “hot” tumors and require distinct 
interventions.

2. Understanding the nature of these limitations in a given cancer 
allows rational composition of optimal combinations.

3. The “Three Component” paradigm can also help combination 
therapy design.

4. Tumor-targeted IO antibodies, IO potentiating small molecules, and 
anti-sense oligonucleotide therapeutics will facilitate combinations.
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